KAUʻI MOKIHANA FESTIVAL
COMPOSERS CONTEST GENERAL RULES

1. The competition is open to ALL composers.

2. Each entry shall be wholly original and shall not infringe upon any copyrights or any other rights of any third party. By entering the contest, each entrant shall release, indemnify, and hold harmless all sponsors and co-sponsors from any claim relating to the ownership of the submitted materials which include, but are not limited to, the musical score, lyrics, and song title.

3. Composer is required to submit application, lyrics, description of song and a video presentation.

4. No musical composition or lyrics may be entered that has been released for commercial sale in any medium prior to August 1st of the current year.

5. The entrant shall be the author of the song and shall not have granted any copyrights of the song to any other person.

6. The sponsors and co-sponsors assume no responsibility for loss or damage to any submitted material.

7. All entries must be submitted online at www.maliefoundation.org, no later than September 5th. The sponsors and co-sponsors reserve the right to extend or cancel this date with reasons.

8. COMPOSER have an opportunity to submit a song for this year’s scheduled contest before a panel of qualified judges.

9. All decisions of the judges shall be final and binding upon all sponsors, co-sponsors, and all entrants.

THERE ARE TWO CATEGORIES:

• HAWAIIAN – Lyrics in Hawaiian with translation must provided.

• OPEN/GENERAL – Contemporary Hawaiian, Reggae, blues, gospel, rock and roll, jazz, etc. Lyrics must be in in English.

10. The top award in each category will go to the COMPOSER(S). The NAPO'E AWARD (PEOPLE'S CHOICE) is based on the highest votes received from the audience which will be available on-line.

11. THE FIRST TEN (10) COMPOSERS TO SUBMIT ENTRY IN EACH CATEGORY WILL BE ACCEPTED. It is the discretion of Mālie Foundation to make changes without notice.

12. There is no entrance fee. Subject to change.

13. Enter as many songs as you like. However, each song must be accompanied by a separate entry form, lyric sheet as stated above.
KAUAʻI MOKIHANA FESTIVAL
COMPOSERS CONTEST GENERAL RULES CONTINUE

14. NO DANCING, SET PROPS, OR ANYTHING ELSE IS PERMITTED AT ALL DURING THE LIVE PERFORMANCE BY PERFORMERS OR OTHERS FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF THEIR SONG ENTRY. IF DONE, YOU WILL BE IMMEDIATELY DISQUALIFIED!

15. The composer may be contacted prior to contest or during the contest should there be any questions.

16. Judging will be based on the following criteria. Point system will range from 1-5.

POINT SYSTEM:

OPEN CATEGORY

1. LYRICS and CONTENT: Clarity of Song Theme or Idea; Effectiveness of Song Structure in Expressing Lyrics; Effectiveness of Melody in Expressing Lyrics; Effectiveness Use of Poetic Devices in Lyrics to Express Theme/Idea; Originality of Lyrics and Theme/Idea; and Originality of Melody. Possible Total: 30 points

2. MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: Musicianship; Stage Presence; Effectiveness of Performance; Professionalism and Appearance; and Performance. Possible Total: 25 points

3. OVERALL IMPRESSION: Song Memorableness and Commercial Potential. Possible Total: 10 points.

HAWAIIAN CATEGORY

1. LYRICS and CONTENT: Clarity of Song Theme or Idea; Effectiveness of Song Structure in Expressing Lyrics; Effectiveness of Melody in Expressing Lyrics; Effectiveness Use of Poetic Devices in Lyrics to Express Theme/Idea; Originality of Lyrics and Theme/Idea; and Originality of Melody. Possible Total: 30 points

2. LANGUAGE: Mastery of language; Grammar; Pronunciation; Phrasing; Content and subject matter; and Melody and words. Possible Total: 30 points

3. MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: Musicianship; Stage Presence; Effectiveness of Performance; Professionalism and Appearance; and Performance. Possible Total: 25 points

4. OVERALL IMPRESSION: Song Memorableness and Commercial Potential. Possible Total: 10 points.